To Whorn It May Concern:
Thorn has done a great job for Mike, my son. He informed us that he would script a Bio on Mike
for Lacrosse, allow us to review it for accuracy, send it out via email to all DIV IIIIIIII colleges.
He further stated that he would conduct continuous follow ups with the coaches on Mike's
improvements or upcoming events. The biggest thing Thorn offers is coaching and mentoring
Mike for how to respond to coaches during phone calls, ernails, etc. He encourages Mike to get
out of his comfort zone and make contact with coaches.
For example, 1 week before Mike had a LAX tournament in Syracuse, NY I gave the tournament
info to Thorn. Thorn sent an update to all the coaches and within 2 days we had responses by
coaches who said they looked forward in seeing Mike play. Within one day of Mike's return
back home from the tourney we had 2 colleges that contacted Mike directly because of what they
saw at the tourney. If it hadn't been for the update Mike would have been another player
attempting to be seen by a coach, but due to the update they were already looking for him.
Additionally, Mike has had letters and emails by over 20 different schools since the information
went out roughly three weeks ago. Some of the schools who displayed interest are Syracuse,
Penn State, Hofstra, Salisbury, Lafayette, Siena, and so on. It has been great for us.
As for the question of could I do this myself; I guess I could have if! knew the proper formats
coaches would like to see, the info that would get their attention, and the time to dedicate to
doing this continuously. It has been worth the money.
I hope you consider in using Thorn to help you and your child.
Thanks and good luck,
Chris Voso
678-350-8384
christopher.voso@us.army.mil

